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2011 Reprint of 1945 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical

Recognition Software. Edward Leedskalnin (1887-1951) was an eccentric Latvian emigrant to the

United States and amateur sculptor who single-handedly built the monument known as Coral Castle

in Florida. He was also known for his unusual theories on magnetism. In this pamphlet,

Leedskalnin's addresses his theories on magnetism, detailing his theories on the interaction of

electricity, magnetism and the body. Leedskalnin also included a number of simple experiments to

validate his theories

Paperback: 20 pages

Publisher: Martino Fine Books; Reprint edition (July 13, 2011)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1614271143

ISBN-13: 978-1614271147

Product Dimensions:  6 x 0.1 x 9 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.9 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     3.2 out of 5 stars       114 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #130,180 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #16 inÃ‚Â Books > Science & Math

> Physics > Electromagnetism > Magnetism   #24 inÃ‚Â Books > Engineering & Transportation >

Engineering > Energy Production & Extraction > Electric   #46 inÃ‚Â Books > Science & Math >

Physics > Electromagnetism > Electricity

Edward Leedskalnin (1887Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1951, Miami) was an eccentric Latvian emigrant to the United

States and amateur sculptor who, it is alleged, single-handedly built the monument known as Coral

Castle in Florida. He was also known for his unusual theories on magnetism. --This text refers to the

Hardcover edition.

I order a very pleasant looking "Paperback" as the seller lists it. It contains a great photo of the most

common reproduction available to show you what you are expecting to get. INSTEAD, they actually

wait TWO FULL WEEKS before the item is even shipped (this is 3-5 shipping... Hahaha)and then I

recieve an a crappy 11x17" PHOTO COPY folded in half and STAPLED in the the center to hold it

together!! Are you JOKING? I worked in a print shop that made similar "pamphlets" and I know the



cost that goes into these. I WOULD NEVER PAY $13 for $2.15 worth of paper and toner! Now I

come back to complain, and behold; the photo of my order is GONE. HOW CONVENIENT. Do not

buy this item unless you enjoy getting scammed and cheated by  and it's LAZY & CHEAP sellers. I

Personally am SO disgusted that I CANT trust  that my wife and I will NEVER EVER purchase from

.com again. If you want a real reproduction thats worth it's value, and about the same price, Ebay

has dozens that meet my expectations (which would be to get what was advertised, and

promised!)DO NOT BUY

Same opinion as L. Anderson. The photos are probably left out on purpose, I mean would National

Fuel, National Grid, At&t, or any of the other current monopolies want a layman to figure out these

great things ?

cheap and outdated. Did not return it because it was only $5

Good descriptions, need more graphs and visuals

DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A TRUE REPRINT!!!!This reprint is not

true to the original. It has no Illustrations and has been changed.

The book was difficult to follow. Exciting to think that a Latvian with a fourth grade education would

be able to literally move mountains (in this case tons of coral reef). would love to know what his

secret was. Visited the Coral Castle and we were so impressed!

the cover art ( done by the editor) looked like a pow hate commander-had nothing to do with little ed

lleedskalin 5 foot+-100 20 lbs..what a disrespectful item on the cover....the material was nothing but

a little cliff note type of a few paGES OF MR. LEEDSSKALIN'S notation.if it wasn't such a hassle I

would definitely tried for a refund..(less rtouble to hit it w/a wastebucket)..absolutely the worse little

piece of crap I've read/added to a collection in my 70yrs...at least my $6 bucks would have bought a

few fireworks...Sincerely Prof. M.H. Edwards.,Bsee.,Mfa.,-Da.
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